NEWSLETTER

Portside

Autumn
2020

Cabot Cruising Club
Latest News
After a lot of planning by the Committee and a great
deal of work by a few of the members to make the
relevant changes, the decision to reopen the ‘John
Sebastian’ was made. The first date was immediately
well supported by members desperate to get back to
some kind of normality.
Also Mike and Alex have been striving to come up with
ways to get things happening whilst staying within the
socially distanced acceptable rules. This was kicked off
with the idea of a pontoon party with owners being on
their own boats moored stern to, with some overflow
spaced seating on the pontoon. All attendees had to
supply their own food and drink and money raised for
the evening was by way of donations.
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It was such a success that a subsequent event took
place and more are planned.
Please look after yourselves, stay safe and check for
latest updates on the clubs social media. Also look at
the latest Covid information on page 5.

The first socially
distanced
pontoon party
We have a new batch of Club Burgees. Are you flying
Evening,
read
about
it why not? Order yours now
one
on your
boat,
if not,
inside
from Lynda.
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Burgees Aloft
On the relaxing of lockdown CCC held the first socially distanced pontoon party to
begin the process of a slow and measured way towards the re-opening of the
Club. At the time whilst still not able to open up the ‘John Sebastian’ it was a
way of arranging an enjoyable yet safe way of people getting out for an evening.
Boats were bedecked with bunting and lights by their owners creating an
environment that gave enjoyment not only to the members but also hopefully the
residents around Bathurst Basin
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THE WRECK ON BERROW BEACH
There are many wrecks in the Bristol Channel one of which can still be seen is the SS Nornen
a Norwegian 3 mast barque. The ship was originally built in 1876 as the Maipu in Bordeaux,
before being sold to S. C. Larson in Norway and renamed the Nornen. Her gross tonnage was
700 and she was 154 feet in length. At the time of the following incident she was carrying
turpentine and resin.
When the tide is out on Berrow beach near Burnham-On-Sea, the remains of this ship can
still be seen sticking out of the sands. It acts as bleak reminder of a severe gale and
subsequent valiant rescue at the end of the last century. It started at the beginning of March
1897 when a massive south westerly gale swept up the Bristol Channel, bringing with it high
seas, driving snow and sleet.
Many ships soon found themselves in trouble, among them the SS Nornen which had tried to
ride out the storm in the lee of the Lundy Roads but had found her anchor dragging causing
her to be driven towards Berrow mud flats, her crew fought to save her, but were fighting a
losing cause. When the mists cleared the next morning (3rd March), the disabled vessel was
seen off Gore Sands, her sails tattered and ripped by the storm. At this point the Burnham
lifeboat the ‘John Godfrey Morris’ was launched. The lifeboat had been on station in the
town for the last ten years. Launched down the rails on the jetty, the lifeboat with its crew
of ten oarsmen battled through high seas and winds to the ‘Nornen’. Despite the strong
winds the lifeboat managed pull alongside the helpless vessel just as she was being driven
onto the sands.
The ship’s crew of ten, together with their dog, were taken off by the lifeboat and landed
safely back at Burnham that afternoon. The rescue is recorded on the honours board of
rescues made by the three lifeboats stationed at Burnham-on-Sea during the period from
1867 to 1930 and which stands in the entrance of the RNLI Station.
Following the rescue, the sea pulverised the ship and although attempts were made to
lighten and refloat her, these failed and she was finally sold as a wreck.
In 2003 Sedgemoor District Council wanted to clear the wreck as they thought it could be a
danger to Jet-Skiers, however fortunately this did not happen and a bit of history remains.
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Looking Back
A pictorial look back at some of the better times: These pictures were all from
2010 and 2011. The weather seemed to be better and it appeared Lynda and I
got out and about a lot more often.

Waiting for Cardiff
Barrage to open
Passing under
Avonmouth bridge

Quick visit to
Clevedon Pier

Waiting for lock out in Bristol

Cabot members
did it in the rain

Lazing in the
harbour
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2020 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The AGM in its normal format will not take place at the end of October as usual due to the
current Covid crisis.
As circulated by email to the membership recently the information that the current Flag Officers
and Committee have all agreed to carry on unless any objections were received, this will negate
the necessity to have any elections for another year. The officers of the club will meet to sign off
the accounts and subsequently details will be circulated to all full members.
At this juncture I am not aware of any objections being raised.

Current Covid Rules
The following rules will apply on club nights. - to be updated as required.
When coming onboard you will be under the direction of the Marshalls for that evening.
When boarding the JS or not seated a Face Covering MUST be worn. (For example - a visit to the
toilets)
Table Service only (Seb taking orders/payments and a designated member behind the bar.
No service at the bar.
Maximum of six people in a group. (You must NOT wander, change groups or tables).
Because of restricted space overall, in addition to the Aft deck of the JS, we will have to utilise
the foyer above the stairs and below on the dance floor and stage. All tables will be numbered.
If we cannot work within these regulations YOUR club will have to close, so please put every
effort into making this work for us. Remember there are now some very heavy fines for nonconformity, we do not want to incur these.
Remember - Bring a Face covering

A Pirate Story

(reproduced from the internet)

Thompson saw an old seafaring friend walking along the sea front at Bournmouth. 'Hello
Henry,' he said, 'How are you?' It was only then that Thompson realised that Henry only had
one leg! 'What happened to you?' he inquired. 'My wife left me so I jumped in front of a
train but it only took my leg off.' Thompson then noticed that Henry only had one hand and
in its place was a hook. 'What happened to your hand?' he asked. 'I tried it again, 'he
replied,' and the train just took my hand off.'
Thompson, again noticed that Henry also had a glass eye. 'What's up with your eye?' he
asked, this time with considerable trepidation. 'Well,' said the Henry, 'after two attempts
to take my life I thought God doesn't want me to die, so I looked to the sky and said 'thank
you, God', and a passing seagull pooped right in my eye! 'But you can't lose an eye through
bird muck.' insisted Thompson. Henry looked down at the floor and said, 'I'd only had the
hook for a few days!
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Lightvessel News
Throughout the current crisis when you are custodian of a vessel like the ’John Sebastian’ you
cannot just mothball it, there is always going to be plenty of ongoing maintenance work
required.
Jason and his brilliant team continued to undertake necessary tasks by visiting at different
times, working on their own or however the rules in force at the current time related, to
accomplish the tasks required before Winter sets in.
In addition a huge amount of effort has been expended to ensure that all the Covid measures
required for the re-opening of the ’JS’ laid down by the Government have been adhered to,
regarding social distancing, labelling, one way systems, table service, cashless payments etc.
You all know who you are that have been involved in undertaking this work so please accept a
huge thank you from the members for all your efforts. Also big thanks to everybody who have
made cash and materials donations to the Club during this difficult period.

Substantial
progress on
starboard
side
repainting

It’s amazing how much water
we cleared off the temporary
aft awning after recent rain

The new seating on the
aft deck is superb
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Chickpea and Sweet Potato Tikka Masala

Cookery
Corner

Recipe from Tideford Organics

Ingredients












2 handfuls of baby spinach
1 green chilli, finely chopped
1 small white onion, finely chopped
Freshly chopped coriander plus extra for garnish.
1 tbsp vegetable oil
140g basmati rice
1 vegetable stock cube or 200ml fresh vegetable
stock
1 pot of Vegan Tikka Masala (Tideford)
1 can chickpeas, drained
1 sweet potato, peeled + diced into 1cm chunks
3 tbsp of soya yoghurt

Recipe from Tideford Organics

Method
Place the basmati rice in a pan of water and add the vegetable stock. Add seasoning if
required. Bring to the boil and simmer until tender.
Meanwhile, place the Tikka sauce, chickpeas and sweet potato in a pan then bring to a
simmer. Bubble gently for 10-15 minutes.
Drain the rice and keep warm.
Heat the sunflower oil in a frying pan and add the spinach, chilli, onion and coriander. Fry
until the onion is starting to brown slightly then add the rice and turn off the heat. Stir in the
vegetables gently so that the rice doesn’t break up.
Serve topped with the Tikka sauce and dress with the soya yoghurt and a little coriander.

A quick 30 minute preparation time
meal serving 4 people
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Appallingly Fishy Jokes
Q: Why don’t clams give to charity?

A: Because they’re shellfish!

Q: Why are there fish at the bottom of the sea?

A: Because they dropped out of school.

Q: Why did the fisherman suddenly redirect his boat?

A: Just for the halibut.

Q: What does a fish say when he makes a mistake?

A: It was just a fluke!

Q: How did the shark plead in the murder case?

A: Not gill-ty.

Q: What did the carp say to his crush?

A: Don’t play koi with me!

Q: What is the best way to communicate with a fish?

A: Drop it a line!

Q: Why does the mermaid wear seashells?

A: Because she grew out of her B-shells.

Navigation Notes to Remember
 "There is nothing as distressing as running ashore, unless there is





also doubt as to which continent the shore belongs." - Lecky
In any passage plan, the weather and sea get more votes than you.
An Estimated Position is better than no EP, even if you are not
there.
Wherever you take your boat, make sure your brain gets there five
minutes earlier.
The man on the dock who says "Plenty of water over there...."
never asks what your draught is.
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CLUB EVENTS
2020
*CURRENLY ALL CLUB EVENTS HAVE BEEN SUSPENDED.
ANY FORTHCOMING EVENTS WILL BE EVALUATED NEARER THE
TIME AND WILL BE SUBJECT TO GOVERNMENT GUIDELINES AT
THAT POINT IN TIME AND DETAILS WILL BE PUBLISHED TO THE
MEMBERSHIP.*

Don’t forget that to keep up to date on what is
happening in and around BATHURST BASIN
check in on the following websites:
Friends of Bathurst Basin
(www.fobb.org.uk)

The

Lightship Theatre

Unfortunately due to the current
crisis all productions have had to be
postponed until further notice

and
Merchants Landing Residents Association
(www.mlra.co.uk)

CABOT CRUISING CLUB – A bit of history
Cabot Cruising Club was founded in 1937. Our clubhouse, the ‘John Sebastian’ ex Trinity House
“Light Vessel 55” (LV55) was purchased by the club in 1954, and has been the base for club
operations whilst moored in Bathurst Basin since her doors opened in 1959.
Over 130 Years old, LV55 has had a long and interesting maritime history enduring two world
wars as a guiding light for ships in various locations around the UK before coming into our
ownership. It is now one of the last few remaining wooden lightvessels and a registered historic
vessel.
Having the clubhouse overlooking our boats on the pontoons in one of the most attractive parts
of Bristol Harbour creates a superb environment for our members, both boat owners and non
boat owners. CCC are an integral part of the community.
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A Boater's Blessing...

from Days of Yore

May there always be water under your boat,
May she always be seaworthy and ever afloat,
May your bilge pump be certain to work all night and all day,
May your compass and charts always show the safe way,
May you find gentle harbour as every day ends,
May you lower your anchor amidst peace and good friends.

A Boater's Blessing...

Nowadays

May your outdrive be saved after hitting that rock,
May your bow be rebuilt after ramming your dock,
May you find your new watch that fell overboard,
May your neighbour quit stealing your slip's power cord,
May Lysol mask the musty smell under your berth,
May you someday owe less than the damn boat is worth.

Good news, bad news...
A Roman galleon’s slave driver looked down at the galley slaves as they struggled with
the enormous oars of the ship and bellowed, "I have some good news and some bad
news."
"The good news is that you all will receive double rations tonight and tomorrow morning!"
The surprised (and hungry) slaves immediately began cheering, but their shouts were
interrupted by the slave driver... "The bad news is that right after breakfast the emperor
wants to go water-skiing!"
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Latest Harbour Information
Bristol Harbour Mariners Notice number 40/20, the latest info currently available to us:
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS NO 40
40/20 HARBOUR PHASE 3 REOPENING UPDATE 10.08.20
On Monday 6th July 2020, notice was given in Notice to Mariners 39/20 that Bristol Harbour Authority would begin Phase
3 of reopening for leisure use. The Harbour Office is open from 10.00 – 15.00 for navigation licenses and all payments
made by card. Should you need to contact the office please email harbour.office@bristol.gov.uk.
The Harbour Authority has introduced safety precautions and is working within social distancing guidelines to protect
both colleagues and our customers and we would appreciate that visitors follow all signs and instructions.
To continue with our efforts to fully open, Phase 3 has been updated and will now include;



Vessels that hold a Bristol Harbour Authority Navigation Licence and are currently moored in Pooles Wharf,
Bristol Marina and Underfall Yard. Those vessels affected and are without Navigation Licences may obtain
these from the Harbour Office during the office hours.
Large vessels that have their own living, toilet and wash facilities may enter from Netham (inland waterways) or
Cumberland Lock (from the Sea) and obtain a visitors licence that is for more than 24 hours.

These additional concessions will be constantly reviewed as Lockdown conditions change and will remain at the
discretion of the Harbour Master and his staff.
Phase 3 still prevents the use of all other vessels (including small outboard and sports boats) until further notice whilst
the pandemic continues to impact on the workload of our staff.
Phase information:
Phase 2: All manually propelled craft (SUP, Kayaks/Canoes, Dinghies, Rowing boats) will be able to navigate the
Harbour. The only slipway open will be the one located by the Harbour Office. Navigation licenses will be issued from
the Harbour Office only and must be obtained before launching. Payment should be made by card, and if you wish to
apply for an Annual License please email harbour.office@bristol.gov.uk.
Phase 3: All permanent leisure berth holders will be able to use the Harbour for navigation.
Phase 4: Harbour reopens fully.
Harbour users will be advised of movement through phases 4 by way of promulgation of Local Notices to Mariners.
Enquiries regarding specific dates of phases should not be made to the Harbour Office.
Advancement through to phase 4 will be subject to continued Government relaxation of restrictions and improvement in
the local and national situation regarding Covid-19.

The above only applies to leisure use and all current recognized commercial operators should contact the
Harbour Office to discuss their commencement of operations upon the water.

A deteriorating situation will result in restrictions being reinstated.
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New Research into Microplastics in the Oceans

(This is the opening extract from

an article in
www.theconversation.com/uk (printed 5th October 2020) regarding some new research on
microplastics which is definitely worth a read. It can also be accessed in ‘The Maritime Executive’
www.maritime-executive.com under features printed w/e 9 th October 2020

Study: Deep Ocean May Contain More Plastic Than
Previously Known
[By Britta Denise Hardesty, Chris Wilcox and Justine Barrett]
Nowhere, it seems, is immune from plastic pollution: plastic has been reported in the high
Arctic oceans, in the sea ice around Antarctica and even in the world’s deepest waters of the
Mariana Trench.
But just how bad is the problem? Our new research provides the first global estimate of
microplastics on the seafloor - our research suggests there’s a staggering 8-14 million tonnes
of it.
This is up to 35 times more than the estimated weight of plastic pollution on the ocean’s
surface.
What’s more, plastic production and pollution is expected to increase in coming years,
despite increased media, government and scientific attention on how plastic pollution can
harm marine ecosystems, wildlife and human health.
These findings are yet another wake-up call. When the plastic we use in our daily lives
reaches even the deepest oceans, it’s more urgent than ever to find ways to clean up our
mess before it reaches the ocean, or to stop making so much of it in the first place.
Our estimate of microplastics on the seafloor is huge, but it’s still a fraction of the amount of
plastic dumped into the ocean. Between 4-8 million tonnes of plastic are thought to enter the
sea each and every year.
Using the estimated size of the entire ocean —
361,132,000 square kilometres — and the average
number and size of particles in our sediment
samples, we determined the total, global weight as
between 8.4 and 14.4 million tonnes.
Source:The Maritime Executive
Authors: Britta Denise Hardesty/Chris Wilcox/Justine Barrett

Between 4-8 million tonnes of plastic are
thought to enter the sea each and every
year.
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Nautical Terms
Want to increase your knowledge regarding nautical terms, well immerse yourself in these examples:

abaft

toward or at the stern of a ship; further aft

amidships

midway between the bow and stern of a ship

astern

at the stern of a ship

belay

to secure a rope by winding on a pin or cleat

binnacle

case in which a ship's compass is kept

bowsprit

spar that extends at bows of a ship

bulwark

the side of a ship above the deck

capstan

upright device for winding in heavy ropes or cables

careen

to turn a ship on its side in order to clean or repair it

clew

corner of sail with hole to attach ropes

freeboard

distance between waterline and main deck of a ship

futtock

rib of a ship

helm

ship's steering wheel

kedge

small anchor to keep a ship steady

keelhaul

to punish by dragging under keel of ship

keelson

lengthwise wooden or steel beam in ship for bearing stress

larboard

left side of a ship

lazaret

space in ship between decks used for storage

oakum

old ropes untwisted for caulking the seams of ships

painter

rope attached to bow of a boat to attach it to a ship or a post

scud

to sail swiftly before a gale

scupper

hole allowing water to drain from ship’s deck

scuttlebutt

cask of drinking water aboard a ship; rumour, idle gossip

spanker

sail on the mast nearest the stern of a square-rigged ship

stemson

supporting timber of a ship

sternpost

main member at stern of a ship extending from keel to deck

taffrail

rail round the stern of a ship

trunnel

wooden shipbuilding peg used for fastening timbers

weatherboard

weather side of a ship

windlass

winch used to raise a ship's anchor
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An Interesting Verse about being a club member
Are you an active member
The kind that would be missed
Or are you just contented
That your name is on the list

Do you work on committees
(To do this is no trick)
Or leave the work to just a few
And talk about the “clique”

Do you attend the club nights
And mingle with the flock
Or do you stay at home
And criticise and knock

Please come to club nights
And help with hand and heart
Don’t be just a member
But take an active part

Do you take an active part
To help the work along
Or are you satisfied to be
The guy who just belongs

Think it over member
You know right from wrong
Are you an active member
Or do you just belong

You will find local VHF channel
numbers here, plus telephone numbers
that you may need when out and about
in your boat.

Name

VHF Channel

Seaward
Harbour Master
Bristol VTS (Avonmouth)
City Docks Radio (Bristol Lock)
Portishead Marina
Sharpness Lock
Cardiff Barrage
Penarth Marina
Distress, Safety & Calling Channel

73
12
14
80
13
18
80
16

Inland
Netham Lock
Hanham Lock

01179 776590
07711 403474

Police
(Community Police)

101

Phone
01179
01179
01179
01275
01453
02920
02920

031484
822257
273633
841941
511968
700234
705021
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Please Support the Companies Advertising in ‘PORTSIDE’

THAT COPY SHOP
14 Alexandra Road
Clevedon
North Somerset
BS21 7QE
01275 342 123

YOU COULD BE
ADVERTISING YOUR
BUSINESS IN THIS
SPACE

If you are an organisation who would like to
help in some way towards the restoration
work taking place on LV55 or could support
the Club in other ways please contact the
Editor, the Bosun Jason Pullinger or any
Committee member listed on Page 18 to
discuss how you can assist.
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You lucky people get a second recipe this issue; mainly due to the fact
that so little has happened in our world over the last few months, plus
articles from the membership have been noticeable by their absence
recently.

EASY RATATOUILLE
Ingredients:
1 Aubergine, diced
1 Courgette, diced
1 Yellow Pepper, diced
1 Large Onion, sliced
4 Tomatoes, cored and diced
Olive Oil
1 clove Garlic, finely chopped
1 Tablespoon Red Wine Vinegar
1 Teaspoon Sugar
Small bunch of fresh Basil
A few sprigs of Thyme
A few Parmesan Shavings
Salt and Pepper
Recipe: Martin Dorey

Serves two
Cooking time approx 35 minutes

Method:
Heat a tablespoon of olive oil in a medium
saucepan, on a medium heat. Put in the
aubergine and cook, stirring regularly and
gently until it starts to brown (about 8
minutes). Add the yellow pepper and
continue cooking for another 5 minutes
stirring occasionally.
Add the courgette and cook for another 5
minutes (still stirring).
Put all the vegetables aside in a bowl.
Add another tablespoon of olive oil to the
now empty pan along with the onions. Soften
for a few minutes before adding the sprigs of
thyme, garlic and some black pepper. Cook
for another 5 minutes. Add the red wine
vinegar, sugar and tomatoes. Cook for
another 5 minutes, occasionally stirring
gently. When the tomatoes start to break
down remove the sprigs of thyme then return
the rest of the vegetables to the pan.
Cook for another couple of minutes to heat
through thoroughly. Serve in bowls with a
few torn basil leaves and parmesan (or other
hard cheese of your choice) shavings.

Easily produced in
one pan, using one
gas ring, ideal when
cooking onboard
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KILLER WHALES REPORTED BATTERING YACHTS OFF SPAIN
AND PORTUGAL, EXPERTS ARE BAFFLED...September 2020
There are many mysteries in the maritime environment but one that has arisen recently involves Sailors
along Spain and Portugal’s Atlantic coastline. There have been a number of strange incidents involving
aggressive orcas. While they are not known to attack humans, they have been known to cause damage
to boats. In a series of incidents along the Spanish and Portuguese coasts between Gibraltar and
Galicia, groups of orcas have been recorded swimming near sailing boats and other vessels, sometimes
acting together in such a way that the people on the boats thought themselves to be in danger.
The Spanish Maritime Search and Rescue Agency, has reported a number of vessels to have been
damaged by encounters with the orcas. According to the New York Times, 13 orca encounters since
mid-August off the coast of Galicia were reported. On July 29, a vessel off Cape Trafalgar reported
that it was surrounded by nine orcas that rammed the hull for over an hour, turning the boat around,
damaging the propulsion system and disabling the rudder. The boat radioed authorities to report it
was “under attack” by killer whales.
On September 11th a yacht was being transported from Spain to the UK and was rammed more than a
dozen times by Orcas. It lost its steering and had to be towed into port to make repairs. Some witness
reported that the whales communicated with one another with loud and high-pitched noises as they
were battering the vessels.
In a report published by the Guardian newspaper, Victoria Morris, a biology graduate student and
crewmember aboard one of the boats, said she felt like the attack was coordinated. “The noise was
really scary. They were ramming the keel, there was this horrible echo, and I thought they could
capsize the boat. After being towed into port, they found their keel was covered in bite marks and
two-thirds of the rudder was torn away.
Orcas are the largest members of the dolphin family, and can grow to be 30 feet long and weigh 6000
kilos. Like dolphins, they are intelligent and social, and often follow boats.
Marine biologists think this activity is confined to a single pod of killer whales, because it is highly
unlikely that such unusual behaviour would occur simultaneously with different pods. Scientists don’t
know if the orcas are angry, confused, or just being “playful.” Their presence in these waters during
the summer months is normal as they follow their favourite food, bluefin tuna. There are no known
cases of humans being attacked and killed by orcas in the wild. But Spanish maritime authorities are
not taking any chances.
They have warned mariners to “keep a distance” from any orcas.

Fortunately no incidents
have been reported in the
Bristol Channel so far
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President:

Bernie Rowe

Vice Presidents:

Martin Peters
Tim Williams

Commodore:

Paul Morris

Vice Commodore:

Pete Halliday (Newsletter)

Rear Commodore:

Jason Pullinger (Bosun)

Bar Manager:

Seb Jones

Hon Secretary:

Stephen Lamb

Hon Treasurer:

John Bartlett

Committee:

Don Norris

-Website & Advertising

Lynda Halliday

-Regalia

Briony Pope

-Theatre Events

Liz Davies

-Membership

John Stokes

-Health & Safety

Mike Pope

-Social Events

Check our Website and
Facebook page for the
latest information on
what is happening in
the Club.
www.cabotcruisingclub.co.uk

At the Stern

Editors Contact Details:
E-Mail:
p.halliday594@btinternet.com

Pontoon Party 2
The second socially distanced pontoon
party was held towards the end of August,
it was preceded by a small flotilla of eight
boats taking a trip up the recently reopened river to Hanham lock and back.
The evening was another success arranged
by our Social Secretary Mike ably assisted
by Alex and other helpers.

Quote:

More donations were forthcoming making a
welcome and needed infusion of funds into
the club.

“There comes a time in a man's life when
he hears the call of the sea. If the man
has a brain in his head, he will hang up
the phone immediately.”
Dave Barry

Bathurst Bridge
Maintenance work on Bathurst Bridge started on
1st September. The work includes waterproofing
and resurfacing of the old bridge roadway and
replacement of the pedestrian deck. It is
expected that the work will take around a month
to complete. After all the bridge repairs are
made permanent palisade fencing should be
installed underneath the bridge to prevent rough
sleeping.

The original bridge prior to
the second section being
added a few years ago.

Disclaimer
Any information or observations made in this publication
are given in good faith, and third party remarks are not
necessarily the opinion of the editor. Accreditation has
been given where available

Compass - A navigational aid that
accurately points to the largest metal object
on your boat.

Cabot Cruising Club
‘John Sebastian’, John Sebastian Quay, Bathurst Basin, Bristol, BS1 6SG
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